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Refugees and Immigrants’ Health 
Needs Considered
2008 marks the St. Joseph Community 
Health Foundation’s 10th Anniversary 
and the 140th Anniversary of when 
the first Poor Handmaids arrived in 
Fort Wayne to care for the German 
immigrants.

140 years later, the PHJC ministries in 
Fort Wayne are once again reaching out 
to the newest wave of immigrants and 
refugees.  This time, the refugees are 
coming from southeast Asia, the country 
of Mynamar, formerly Burma.

“Many of the estimated 800 refugees which the State Department is planning to 
relocate to the Fort Wayne area in 2008 have experienced particularly brutal and 
unhealthy conditions in refugee camps in Malaysia and Thailand,” according to Meg 
Distler, Executive Director of the St. Joseph Community Health Foundation.

“As a result, a high percentage of the newly arriving refugees suffer from multiple 
chronic health conditions.  Approximately 40 percent of the adults are infected with 

Caring Place/PHJC Project – 
Mitunguu, Kenya, East. Africa
The sight of young boys digging through garbage, ill-clad with runny noses and 
bulging pockets grabbed the attention of Sister Germaine as she went footing 
(Kenyanese for walking) to the matatu stage to board a vehicle to travel to Meru.

These emaciated kids looked to Sister with friendly, sad but longing eyes.  They 
were cold, hungry, homeless!  The bulging pockets and sleeves were the hiding 
places for the glue bottles – the only “compassion” these boys knew.  Sniffing glue 
alleviated hunger, pain, cold and the gnawing loneliness that accompanied them day 
and night.

(Refugees, continued on page 2)

(Kenya, continued on page �)

Meg Distler, Sister Carole Langhauser, 
Catholic Refugee Program Coordinators: 
Nyein Chan Oo and Lisa Young

http://www.poorhandmaids.org/
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latent TB and hepatitis and 
many of the Burmese children 
have very low body weight 

and are in need of standard 
childhood vaccinations.  These 

conditions typically pose the 
most immediate, serious threats to 

the individuals in the short-run.  In the long run, it is 
important to the overall health of the community that 
we effectively treat and eradicate these diseases.”

Compounding the issue was the unexpected 
large number of arrivals in the Fort Wayne area.  
Historically, Catholic Charities who has been the 
sole resettlement organization in Fort Wayne, has 
settled 100 to 150 refugees annually at the request of 
the US State Department.  Unexpectedly, this fall in 
September and October, over 500 additional refugees 
arrived.  This unexpected large number of arrivals 
strained many of the community services beyond 
capacity.  In response, Sister Carole Langhauser, 
PHJC, at St. Joseph Hospital and Meg Distler at the St. 
Joseph Community Health Foundation began meeting 
with other community leaders to build coalitions 
and determine how to best work with others in the 
community to help these refugees.

After many hours of meetings focusing primarily on 
the health needs, the St. Joseph Community Health 
Foundation announced two special grants totaling 
$133,593 to Catholic Charities in honor of the 
Foundation’s 10th anniversary and the PHJC 140-year 
tradition of service in Northeast Indiana.

First, the Foundation awarded $98,233 to establish 
a Refugee Health Program with a professional 
Coordinator and an Administrative Assistant to help 
those refugees with diagnosed conditions access 
healthcare in the community.  Second, both Sister 
Carole and Meg as well as other Foundation Trustees 
including PHJC Associate Carmen Reed discovered 
a strong need for medical interpreters to assist 
local medical providers in communicating with the 
refugees.  To address this, the St. Joseph Community 
Health Foundation provided a second grant to Catholic 
Charities for $35,000 to establish a Medical Interpreter 

Program.  The program will include a Coordinator 
of Interpreting and Translating Services as well as a 
network of Medical Interpreters/Translators bi-lingual 
in the primary languages of the refugees: Burmese, 
Karen, Mong and/or Chin languages.

Sister Carole, Meg, Carmen and other dedicated 
volunteers on the Foundation’s Board are continuing 
to work with the community to address the challenges 
and opportunities offered these new refugees.  As a 
part of this, the Foundation is also looking at multiple 
smaller grants to fill in some gaps in services ranging 
from technical assistance for gathering data to 
leverage federal financial support of the refugees as 
well as linking diverse service providers with medical 
information technology to help medical providers 
overcome language barriers.

According to Meg, the Fort Wayne community has 
been extremely grateful to the Foundation and the 
Poor Handmaids for their ongoing commitment and 
leadership in the areas of refugee and immigrant 
care, continuing the mission of service to the poor 
and powerless.  The Sisters’ investments into these 
programs and communities is encouraging others.  
For example, the Foundation has also been contacted 
by the Indiana State Department of Health looking 
to match the PHJC support with additional dollars 
for the Medical Interpreter Program and other issues 
identified by the Foundation and the Fort Wayne 
–Allen County Department of Health.  Other private 
companies and government entities are also joining 
the Foundation in its efforts to build infrastructure and 
provide quality services to the poor and powerless.

140 years later, the ministries in Fort Wayne continue 
the PHJC legacy, and in responding to the needs of 
the times, are responding in much the same way as the 
first Sisters who arrived here in 1868. 

- Meg Distler, Executive Director of St. Joseph Community 
Health Foundation and Sister Carole Langhauser, PHJC

(Refugees, continued from 
page 1)
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In Memory
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attempt to keep the reader 
aware of the PHJC mission 
by providing factual and 
timely information, sharing 
experiences and happenings, 
creating awareness and 
participation, challenging others 
to take action on issues and 
communicating the image of the 
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ.
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In Memory of Our Sisters
Sister Julia Knapke, PHJC passed away on 
December 2, 2007 at the Catherine Kasper 
Home, Donaldson, Indiana.  She was born Julitta 
Knapke to William and Rose Knapke on January 
7, 1914 in Cranberry Prairie, Ohio.  She entered 
the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ community 
and professed her first vows on June 25, 1939.

Sister Julia ministered in education for 41 years 
as a teacher and principal at various schools 

in Illinois and Indiana.  She loved the years she spent in the schools 
where she felt a genuine happiness when teaching children. In 1984 her 
ministry changed to pastoral care and then to the Marriage Tribunal in 
the Dioceses of Belleville, Illinois and Fort Wayne Indiana.  Sister Julia 
retired to the Catherine Kasper Home in 1993. May she rest in peace!

Sister Mary Gerard Holtgrave, PHJC passed 
away on December 6, 2007 at the Catherine 
Kasper Home, Donaldson, Indiana.  She 
was born Amanda Holtgrave to Gerhard and 
Catherine Holtgrave on August 14, 1911 in St. 
Rose, Illinois.  She entered the Poor Handmaids 
of Jesus Christ community and professed her 
first vows on June 25, 1935.

Sister Mary Gerard was an educator for most of 
her life.  She ministered in schools in Illinois and Indiana as a teacher and 
as a principal.  Even after her retirement to the Catherine Kasper Home in 
1990, she continued to tutor people. She felt that teaching was her special 
calling.  May she rest in peace!

Sister Lauretta Molitor, PHJC passed away on 
February 8, 2008 at the Catherine Kasper Home, 
Donaldson, Indiana.  She was born Alfrida 
Molitor to Henry and Caroline Molitor on May 
12, 1912 in Germantown, Illinois.  She entered 
the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ community 
and professed her first vows on June 25, 1933. 
She was celebrating her 75-year jubilee this year.

Sister Lauretta was a teacher for 56 years. For 
25 of those years, she taught at St. Mary School, Trenton, Illinois.  She 
also ministered in other schools in Illinois, Minnesota and Indiana where 
she was loved by her students and the parents.  Sister Lauretta retired to 
Catherine Kasper Home in 1990.  May she rest in peace!
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Boys washing up at Caring Place

International

boys’ washing, bathing and all household needs. We 
installed a small solar unit to provide a bit of lighting 
– and finally Caring Place was opened!

Without any canvassing, advertising or promotion, the 
house filled up in ten minutes. First come, first served!

Caring Place is too small to accommodate more 
than 15 boys and once the house was bulging with 
occupants, others had to be sent away.  What a 
heartbreaking situation to know that this small 
beginning – a real joy for 15 kids – compounded the 
misery of the hundred that needed to be turned away.

Consequently, the chief contacted 
the councilman, who represents the 
government in Mitunguu.  Together, 
they arranged to appropriate fifteen 
acres of land to the Congregation 
to develop on behalf of these 
underprivileged kids.

I like to think of the abandoned hotel 
as the “first phase” of the project, but 
the planners now talk of the building 
of the dormitory as Phase I.  The dorm 
is under construction and will house 
100 kids in groups of 22-25 with 
prefects.  Phase I will also include 
the building of a kitchen/dining area, 
a small convent and eventually an 
administration building.  A girl’s 

dorm is sure to follow shortly.

The good news is that we have absorbed all the 15 
boys into our school.  Some 15 year-olds are sitting in 
Class III but they are delighted with the adventure of 
learning.  Mauvious, the little guy – who incidentally 
is HIV positive – came to the end of the term, glowing 
with pride.  “Sister!,” he said, “I am number one!!”  
The little fellow had excelled and surpassed all his 
classmates.  And all the others did well too!

Now it is not uncommon for someone to come and 
knock on the convent door with the message that one 
of Sister Maria’s boys is in trouble (now every street 
kid belongs to Sister Maria, as Sister Germaine is 
affectionately called!).

One day, the now familiar group approached Sister 
and chorused, “We want to go to school!”  The boys 
ranged in age (guessing, because no one knows for 
sure) between five and 15 or 16.  Mauvious, the 
youngest of the group was bright and eager, but no 
school is ready to accommodate a large group of 
motley, dirty, barefoot homeless kids.  They must have 
shoes, uniforms, books – a place to get some food, 
and shelter!  Even among the poorest of nations, like 
Kenya, there are “rules” that strangle common sense, 
so what to do for these boys?

With the help of some dedicated 
and good-hearted people we began 
a search for someplace we could 
rent to accommodate the boys and 
fulfill their desire to go to school.  
Our first choice of a “home” was 
cut short very quickly because 
the proprietor was inundated with 
complaints from neighboring 
residents.

“Our kids won’t be safe!”  “We 
will be inconvenienced.”  The 
other renters would have to allow 
the boys to share toilet and bath-
ing facilities.  So the search con-
tinued!  Finally, we discovered an 
abandoned “hotel.”  That may sound 
elegant, but actually, it’s just an old 
slaughterhouse with one room up front that served as a 
small dinette.  Except for the little room with the open 
fireplace for cooking, there was nothing else to speak 
of except a ton of dirt, debris, broken furniture and 
rubbish.  No electricity, no running water, no bathing 
facilities (and these boys desperately needed a bath!), 
and one broken down outhouse.

Buckets, pails, mops, hammers, nails and willing 
workers were on site in short order.  Many people 
came to “see” what was taking place in this forsaken 
“dump” – others came to offer a helping hand.  Our 
own maintenance man rebuilt the toilet and added 
bathing cubicles.  We begged the water board for 
a water connection and mercifully were given one 
tap that must service the needs of the kitchen, the 

(Kenya, continued from page 1)
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10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

PHJC Ministry Center – Donaldson, IN  (7 miles west of Plymouth and 2 miles south of U.S. 30)

Homemade Foods • Craft Booths • Children’s Games • Bingo

a BiG RaFFle for:  Handmade Quilts • afghans • Prizes Galore!

Booth spaces available.
For more information, 

please call (574) 936–9936.

Sunday, September 14, 2008

64th  

annual

International/Ministry

Board and Leadership 
Retreat
The annual Board and Leadership 
Retreat was held in Cana Hall 
in Donaldson on March 5, 2008. 
During the retreat, leaders of the PHJC 
ministries and board members experienced solidarity 
with all who partner to continue the mission of the 
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ. The theme for the 
day “Be a part of the orchestra—your chair awaits” 
emphasized the connectedness of all the PHJC 
ministries.

During the day, retreat participants interacted in group 
discussions, watched the film The Art of Possibilities, 
and learned about four PHJC ministries through short 
videos made by the PHJC Communications Office.  A 
delicious lunch was provided.

Sister Nora Hahn, PHJC Provincial said, “This was 
the fourth time ministry leaders had the opportunity 
to visit the Motherhouse, to be re-energized, to learn 
more about each other.  The film The Art of Possibility 
was especially appropriate because in order to truly 
serve God’s people we need to all join our talents 
together as in one great orchestra.  That is what I see 
our ministry leaders doing as they return from this 
special time to their everyday lives of service.”

- Julie Dowd, Communications Director

Recently, around 5:00 p.m. one afternoon, a young 
man rushed to the convent to tell Sister that one of the 
boys was very ill.  When Sister inquired where the boy 
was she was told that he was lying at the side of the 
road just up from the market about a half kilometer.  
When Sister arrived, already a large crowd of kids and 
women mostly gathered to watch the spectacle, but do 
nothing.  For the kids it was great entertainment!

Jake, one of the boys had ingested gluegum, which is 
a poisoning agent.  He was in violent pain, foaming at 
the mouth and wrenching to vomit – but could not.  Our 
parish dispensary was already closed but it was urgent 
to get the boy help – before the poison went through his 
entire bloodstream.  We loaded Jake onto a bicycle and 
transported him to the Mitunguu Clinic – a makeshift 
sort of hospital.  “Doctor” gave him first aid and agreed 
to keep the boy overnight.  After a diet of milk for three 
or four meals, the boy happily recovered.

Imagine the loss for a nation if thousands of children 
are deprived of their basic rights and needs!  Caring 
Place – a PHJC ministry – is committed to restoring 
the dignity of deprived boys and girls.  With our 
efforts, and assistance of all who care, Caring Place 
will thrive and boys and girls will be a credit to God 
and their country.

- By Sister Germaine Hustedde, PHJC

In December, the PHJC Ministry Center family, those 
who live and work there, held a raffle to raise money 
for the orphanage in Kenya.  They raised a total of 
$600 to help Sister Germaine with the expense of 
caring for the homeless children in Africa. 
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Update on the Tsunami Relief Work Project
The huge wave of the tsunami, 
which overtook Southeast Asia in 
2004 moved the whole world into 
a deep shock.  Even today, nobody 
knows exactly how many people 
lost their lives.

Strongly affected by the catastrophe 
were the fishing villages in the sur-
rounding area of Sebastiarpuram. 
Poor Handmaids have ministered 
in Sebastiarpuram for more than 
10 years.  Immediately following 
the tsunami, the Poor Handmaids 
provided essential aid.  They dis-
tributed food and gave medical aid, 
because viruses spread easily in 
such chaos.  Then they bought 10 
fishing boats and 200 fishing nets to 
help the people again earn a living.

After ensuring the basic needs, the 
PHJC Sisters had to think about 
new houses for the people.  Because 
many people lived in huts made 
only of straw and loam, the tsunami 
destroyed their homes and villagers 
had to look for refuge elsewhere.

The government prohibited the 
villagers to rebuild near the beach 
because they feared another 
tsunami.  The Poor Handmaids 
bought three new building sites.  
Again and again work was stopped 

or slowed by different 
circumstances.  
Finally in 2005, 20 
houses were built 
and by August 2006 
another five houses 
were finished.  The 
Bishop of Tanjure 
blessed these 25 
houses on August 28, 
2006.  A total of 110 
sturdy brick houses 
have now been built 
since 2005. 

These houses were not only given 
to the victims of the tsunami but 
also to other poor in this area who 
were in equally dire need.  The 
village community decided who 
received a new house to avoid envy 
and jealousy.

As in many PHJC missionary 
stations, the Poor Handmaids 
started an education program in 
Sebastiarpuram five years ago. 
Since 2005 the Sisters have taken 
in many children especially those 
who were affected by the tsunami.  
The children receive warm lunches, 
school uniforms, schoolbooks, 
workbooks, schoolbags and school 
fees are paid for them.

The classrooms for the first to the 
fourth grade and for the kinder-
garten are in the Sisters’ house.  
The house soon proved too small 
because more and more children 
are attending.  A larger building is 
needed, so land was bought and a 
new school will be built this year.

This area is still rebounding from 
one of the worst disasters in the 
world’s history.  However with the 
assistance of friends and family, 
the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ 
have been able to help rebuild not 
only houses but also the lives of the 
people. 

- Sister Leonidis Grebe, PHJC

Woman in front of a straw hut Family in front of their new home

An Indian Sister takes a ride in one of the new 
fishing boats

Food being distributed after the 
tsunami
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Lindenwood Retreat and Conference Center

visit our website

www.poorhandmaids.org

Lindenwood Spiritual Formation Program Starts 
Fourth Year

• Seeds of our Faith: Desert Spirituality of the Early 
Church

• Medieval Blossoming
• Spirituality of the Reformers
• A Quiet Revolution
• Signs of the Spirit (Exploring the Enneagram)
• Contemporary Face of Spirituality
• Spirituality of Ecology
• Christian Social Action
• Transitions
The core of the program is the “Seed Groups,” where 
participants meet in the same group over the two-year 
program for mutual support and nurturance.

“Seeds of the Spirit” is a program of the Lindenwood 
Retreat and Conference Center, a ministry of the Poor 
Handmaids of Jesus Christ, with Continuing Education 
Units available through Ancilla College. The group 
meets one Saturday monthly, September through 
May, for two consecutive years, offering a Christ-
centered, holistic experience in spiritual formation.  
Applications are currently being accepted for the next 
two-year program, beginning September 2008 and 
running through May of 2010. Call 574-935-1780 for 
a brochure or for further information.

- Ruth VanVactor, Program and Marketing Coordinator for 
Lindenwood Retreat and Conference Center

Lindenwood’s first class of “Seeds of the Spirit” from 
the Spiritual Formation Program graduated May 10, 
2003 with fourteen participants completing the two-
year study of Christian Spirituality.  During sharing 
time, they all remarked how much their lives had 
been affected by their participation in this two-year 
program.  The third class is currently mid-way through 
their last year and here are some of their comments: 
“Seeds is one of those gifts that you give yourself.  
You promise that you will (somehow) carve out 
time to nurture and grow your relationship with God 
and your understanding of your place as His child.”  
“This has been a great growth opportunity for me.  I 
have found God in new places in my life.”  “This 
program deepened and renewed my faith.  I strongly 
recommend it.”  “Seeds has opened my heart and 
allowed me to go safely exploring my faith through 
learning experiences I cannot find elsewhere!”

“Seeds of the Spirit” is an introductory course in 
Christian spirituality designed for searchers and 
seekers. It is both intellectual and experiential, and 
intended to be transformational for the participants, 
not just informational. The seeds of the Spirit planted 
in the minds of those participating through the 
presentation of new ideas, take root in their hearts 
through reflection and sharing, and bear fruit in their 
lives as they live out the truth of their faith.

The program offers a different topic each month 
with a different presenter who shares from his/her 
own expertise and background, representing the 
full spectrum of Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant 
expressions of Christian spirituality.

Topics included are:
• Images of God
• Christian Spiritual Foundations: What is Prayer
• Spiritual Autobiographies
• Prayer and the Mind
• Prayer and the Heart
• Prayer and the Body
• Discernment
• Spiritual Companionship
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Ancilla College/Fiat Spiritus

(Ancilla College, continued on page 12)

During the summer of 2007 Rosalie 
Durante, Judith Weaver and Loretta 
Peters all became novices in the Fiat 
Spiritus Community.  We all rejoiced as 
the second generation of the Fiat Spiritus Community 
became a reality.  Sadly Judy died unexpectedly in 
August and is greatly missed.  Rosalie and Loretta 
share here with the readers of Word Gathering 
their experience of entering the Spiritual Family of 
Catherine as members of the Fiat Spiritus Community.

Loretta:  I am part of the second generation of 
Fiat Spiritus Community novices.  I was attracted 

The Quest for Community: Fiat Spiritus
The originality of the new communities often consists in the fact that they are composed of mixed groups of men 
and women, of clerics and laypersons, of married couples and celibates, all of whom pursue a particular style 
of life.  These communities are sometimes inspired by one or other traditional form of religious life adapted to 
the needs of modern society.  Their commitment to the evangelical life also takes on different forms, while as a 
general rule, they are all characterized by an intense aspiration to community life and prayer. (Section 62: Vita 
Consecrata, April 1996)

to the community because of its 
“unconventional” and innovative 
approach to living a life in Catherine’s 

shoes.  In June 2003, the original Fiat 
Spiritus members gave witness to the vows and lifestyle 
and I was wonderfully impressed and thought “Wow, 
perhaps some day this might be what I want to do.”

Here it is four and a half years later and I made my 
rite of entry on August 25, 2007.  The ceremony was 
held in the chapel at the Catherine Kasper Home and 
witnessed by Poor Handmaids, Associate Community 
members and Fiat Spiritus Community members.

Ancilla College Receives Matching Grant
With one announcement, the future of Ancilla College 
changed drastically.

It sure happened when Ancilla opened up its doors to 
the public a little over 40 years ago.  It sure happened 
again this past summer.

The “Best Kept Secret in Indiana” took a big step out 
of the shadows when the Poor Handmaids of Jesus 
Christ announced they would provide the College with 
not one, but two gifts.

The first was a $200,000 matching grant for unrestricted 
gifts in the 2007/2008 fiscal year, an initiative that 
would help strengthen the College’s ability to cultivate 
and receive annual gifts from its donor base.

The second – and perhaps most important – was 
a long-term lease of 15 acres, intended for the 
development of on-campus student-life housing.

So forgive Dr. Ron May, President of Ancilla College, 
if the best description he could give was “very 
generous.”  After all, he wasn’t the first president to 

appeal for resident life.  He was, however, the first to 
get the blessing of the Poor Handmaids.

“The long term lease on the land enables us to design 
and build student housing and expand our services to 
students through a student life center,” said Dr. May.  
“The on-going, generous commitment of funding 
and land from the Poor Handmaids is critical to the 
implementation and completion of the long term 
strategic plan.”

“We understand the needs of Ancilla College to 
develop student housing,” added Sister Nora Hahn, 
PHJC Provincial.  “The growth of the College will 
enable it to better serve the students who come from 
the local area as well as those from farther away.”

Once the campus existed solely to educate and train 
young women looking to enter the sisterhood.  Then 
it became a place for students to “start here” and “go 
everywhere.”

Now they will be able to come from everywhere too.
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Fiat Spiritus

I was welcomed into the community with open arms. 

A main component of the ceremony was to develop a 
Cinquain.  This tool often used by poets is a formula 
to express the call.  At first, I was very confused 
by this and had no insight into how to express my 
desire to be a part of the Community. However, as I 
meditated on it and released it to the Holy Spirit, this 
is what happened. 

Fiat 
Compassionate Simple 

Listening Serving Walking 
Faithful walking in openness 

YES 
Spiritus 

Gentle Persistent 
Exploring Dreaming Talking 

Outside of space-time 
ANIMUS

My experience of the Fiat Spiritus Community 
has been one of evolution as I have attended the 
incorporation meetings.  We have reviewed the vows 
and other aspects of what it might mean to lead a 
vowed life in this particular branch of the Spiritual 
Family of Catherine.  This phase of integration into 
the community is marked by a commitment to the Fiat 
Spiritus Community Way of Life.  During this phase, 
I have been struck by the willingness of the members 
to accept me.  It seems that the addition of new 
members will always redefine the community.  So it 
is with gratitude and celebration that I am happy to be 
counted as a novice in the Fiat Spiritus Community.

Rosalie:  I am also a part of the second generation 
of Fiat Spiritus Community novices.  I have longed 
for a way to live religious life in a community which 
would honor and respect my life journey and desire 
to serve others in the work I have chosen throughout 
my life.  My awareness of the Family of Catherine 
began with a professional association with Sister 
Nancy Raboin, PHJC which evolved  into a beautiful 
friendship and wonderful spiritual direction.  During 
spiritual direction with Sister Nancy I was able to 
explore how I felt a call to community and religious 
life.  I feel the Spiritual Family of Catherine has a 
foundational charism which calls to me and provides 
a purpose for what I am doing and the potential to 

guide me as to where I am to go, to work, and to be.  I 
have been warmly welcomed and nurtured to explore 
the possibilities in this counter-cultural community 
of women and men who are following the charism of 
Mother Mary Catherine Kasper.  For me, this is the 
trust part, the faith part, the call – the whispering of 
the “Spirit.”

During my discernment, I have met and been changed 
by community members.  The vowed members of 
Fiat Spiritus Community have opened their hearts 
to me and have shared their lives, their ministries, 
and their journey to this community.  I have had the 
privilege to have other Fiat Spiritus Community 
novices with which to share this journey.  Judith 
(Judy) Weaver and I made our rite of entry together 
in May of 2007.  By that time, we had had a number 
of delightful experiences getting to know each other 
at Fiat Spiritus Community gatherings – exploring 
the Motherhouse grounds, visiting the hermitages, 
sharing a supper at MoonTree Lodge, meeting PHJC 
Sisters and Associates...  When Loretta Peters made 
her rite of entry, in August of 2007, being a part of a 
“group” of novices increased my joy and re-affirmed 
my understanding of the possibilities for community.  
Judy’s death in October of 2007 allowed me to witness 
the caring of the Spiritual Family of Catherine during 
times of loss and sorrow.

What draws me to community with Fiat Spiritus is 
the openness of the community in sharing their lives 
and embracing the diversity of new members.  I am 
grateful for a community which values the varied 
life experiences of community members and is open 
to change as members journey to live the charism of 
Mother Mary Catherine Kasper.  I am blessed that 
there exists this possibility for community, to gather 
and share prayer, ministry, study, work, and play and 
allow these experiences to form and shape each of us 
to a deeper commitment as members of the Spiritual 
Family of Catherine.

- Loretta Peters, Director of Lindenwood Retreat and 
Conference Center and Rosalie Durante, Fiat Spiritus 
Community Novice
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(Tabasco, continued on page 11)

Noche De Paz, Noche De Amor
Night of Peace, Night of Love

Despite the flooding, this was a deeply spiritual experience for the Sisters as they waited to help the flood 
victims.  This is an excerpt from Sister Jean’s Christmas letter.

Our entire Advent prayer and Christmas celebrations were “influenced” by the flooding in Tabasco.  Even 
though the Tabasqueños never showed up on our doorstep or for that matter at the chapel house here in 

Mapachapa, we were ready for them and we awaited for them.  We did everything you 
would do to welcome Jesus, a refugee from the flooding.  It was such a community 
experience, both here in Casa María and the chapel communities, that we decided 
to make that experience our prayer focus for Advent.  How many times could we 
duplicate that Peace of Jesus that we experienced working and waiting for the 
flooding victims in our local community and with the people we meet each day!

The first level of our crib scene (nacimiento) symbolized our connection with 
Tabasco.  The different rivers (like Tabasco) cascaded down (aluminum) to the 
big lake below where boats or lanchas from Tabasco are in the water.  There are 
animals and two persons walking to the second level, which eventually leads to 
the pesebre (manger) where Jesus is waiting for us!

PHJC Solidarity for Tabasco
Due to the rains last fall, the state of Tabasco in Mexico was 80% flooded.  The rivers had merged with the sea, 
which means salt water flooded the land and ruined the soil.  Tabasco’s capital city, Villahermosa, with 500,000 
residents, was largely under water.  Approximately 1,000,000 people had to flee into neighboring states.

As flood victims returned to Tabasco, the Sisters from 
both Mapachapa and Coatzacoalcos determined to 
channel our help through three routes: the diocese, 
the comunidades eclesiales de base (Base Christian 
Communities) and the Jesuits who are in charge of a 
large rural parish which was severely affected by the 
flooding.

The Diocese of Coatzacoalcos, as part of a plan 
organized by the bishops of Veracruz, is responsible 
for sending drinking water while the water in Tabasco 
is unsafe to drink.  The Poor Handmaids sent $1,000 
worth of bottled water.  The long-term plan for helping 
a specific village rebuild is not worked out yet, so we 
wait to send more aid.

The comunidades eclesiales de base (CEB) from our 
diocese received important information from Agustín 
Cruz, a peasant farmer from the Jesuit rural parish San 
José y el Señor de los Remedios near Villahermosa.  

Many Sisters and friends of the community are very 
aware that the terrible flooding in our neighboring 
state of Tabasco affected our lives in southern 
Veracruz, and they have responded generously 
with donations of money (about $20,000), prayers 
and messages of support.  Coatzacoalcos and 
Minatitlan, Veracruz, were the closest large cities with 
infrastructure to care for large numbers of refugees; 
thousands came, some to stay with family members, 
others to stay in the organized shelters.  The diocese 
organized immediately to respond, but the government 
restricted the shelters and did not send anyone to 
most of the church communities who were waiting to 
receive the flood victims.

In the two weeks immediately following the disaster, 
the Sisters in Coatzacoalcos were able to give $4,000 
in medicines to two shelters in the city, plus loan a 
cooking stove and gas, and the services of our truck 
and driver for several hours a day.  
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He explained that much of 
the aid sent internationally 
and nationally was sent 
to easily-accessible areas 
where the cameras could 
catch the action and the 
political leaders could be 
in the spotlight.  Speaking 
from personal experience 
about the 25 severely 
affected communities (out 
of 50) of his parish, he knew 
that the remote communities received scant attention 
from the government.  Our diocesan CEB in dialogue 
with the CEB members from this Jesuit rural parish 
first concentrated on sending disinfectants and basic 
food items; the Poor Handmaids helped pay the gas for 
the first delivery of these items.  The second priority is 
seeds for planting. This planting season lasts until the 
middle of February.  At the end of January the Poor 
Handmaids sent 200 kilos of seed corn and 200 kilos 
of beans for planting.

Sister Edith dialogued with the pastor, Roberto 
Oliveros, SJ.  He explained the parish’s four prong 
plan for rebuilding.

• Housing  This will begin hopefully by March. They 
are doing careful planning with architects and the 

World Renowned Organist Performed at Ancilla 
Domini Chapel
Dr. Marilyn Mason, University Organist, Professor of Music, and Chair of the Organ Department of the University 
of Michigan performed Le Chemin de la Croix by Marcel Dupre, a series of 14 poems based on the 14 Stations of 
the Cross, February 26, 2008 in the Ancilla Domini Chapel.  Dr. Ron May, president of Ancilla College and Sister 
Judith Diltz, PHJC were narrators.  The concert was jointly sponsored by the PHJC Ministry Center, Lindenwood 
Retreat and Conference Center, Ancilla College, and First Federal Savings Bank, Plymouth.

Dr. Mason performed during a multi-media show for the 14-part, 70 minute work.  A reception was held after 
the performance.

- Mary Lou McCarthy, PHJC Organist

local population of Tabasco to make sure the houses 
are simple, homey and that native materials are used.

• Health  This area was strengthened with major help 
from the giant bus line ADO.

• Productive projects  Many farmers have to start 
from scratch in sowing banana trees, cacao, corn and 
beans.  The first planting season for corn and beans 
ended in mid-February.  The second planting season 
comes in June.

• Strengthening the economy of the housewife  This 
part helps women plant gardens and raise chickens.  
Also will help build latrines and fireplaces for 
cooking.

In December the Poor Handmaids sent $7,000 to the 
Jesuits for the long-term recuperation.  We will send 
more money through our diocese and through the 
Jesuits and Comunidades de Base at the opportune 
moments as the projects unfold.

Just as the response to the tsunami in India was a 
powerful experience of international support and 
sisterly/brotherly love among the Family of Catherine 
and the poor we aim to serve, so we pray that our 
concerted solidarity with our neighbors in Tabasco 
will continue to be a moment of grace not measured 
by days and weeks.

- Sister Jean Christianson, PHJC and Sister Edith 
Schneider, PHJC

Agustín Cruz 

(Tabasco, continued from 
page 10)
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Catherine Kasper Life Center

Catherine’s Cottage Donor Wall Completed
A stained glass wall is now in place just outside the 
solarium entrance to Catherine’s Cottage.  Designed 
and created by Maria Center resident and artist, 
Barbara Letica, the wall honors all those who have 
contributed in some way to Catherine’s Cottage.

The donor wall, as it is called, began as a small 
commemorative display but soon blossomed into a 
five-panel work of art.  Barbara, who desired that the 
project be more creative than a traditional wood and 
metal plaque, chose to work with glass “because it 
gives the feeling of grace and reflects those who have 
been moved by grace to donate to the ministry of 
Catherine’s Cottage.”  The donor wall was designed 
by Barbara to be a “window on a windowless wall,” 
and often reflects scenes of Lake Gilbraith shining 
through the solarium’s windows.  Together with 
Ministry Center Services Director 
(and stained glass artist) Susie 
Black, Barbara traveled to Kokomo 
Opalescent Glass in Kokomo, 
Indiana to select the types and colors 
of glass to be used in the project.

Five opalescent glass panels, whose 
textures appear as a rainbow effect, 
are inscribed with the names of 
more than 760 benefactors.  The names flow around 
an additional 20 multi-colored, inscribed blocks of 
opalescent glass, created to honor large donors.  The 
panels are hermetically sealed to tempered glass, 
making them indestructible and impervious to dirt 
and moisture.  Facility Grounds Services Coordinator, 

Brian Dixon, designed the open-ended rail system on 
which the panels were mounted when completed.

The title of the wall, “Remembering to Remember,” 
chosen by Sister Jolise May, is spelled out along 
the bottom of the panels in a rainbow of letters.  An 
expression of gratitude to all those who helped make 
both Catherine’s Cottage and Catherine’s Memory 
Unit possible, authored by Sister Judith Diltz and 
created by Barbara is highlighted in a smaller, round 
iridized glass plaque located next to the donor wall.  

Beneath this, a small glass shelf houses a wooden 
book of names where additional contributions 
made after the completion of the donor wall will be 
recorded.  In this way Catherine’s Cottage benefactors 
will continue to be honored indefinitely.

From Sister Judith’s plaque: 
re-mem-ber  (ri mem’b∂r) 
1.  to recall 
2.  to remain aware of  
3.  to give a donation or gift 
4.  to send kindly greetings 
5.  to mention favorably, as in prayer

The kindness of many donors has 
made Catherine’s Cottage and Catherine’s Memory 
Unit possible.  The Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ 
are grateful for each gift, large or small, and for all the 
many ways our benefactors assist us in our ministry.

- Ruth Hatfield, Communications Assistant

Sister Marlene Ann Lama, PHJC Provincial Councilor 
hopes that the matching gift put forth by the Poor 
Handmaids would invite others to step forward and 
donate to the College.

“There are a lot of people who want to be able to 
transform and empower young adults, as well as non-
traditional men and women who want to further their 

educations,” said Sister Marlene Ann Lama.  “What 
makes Ancilla stand out is that it’s not just a public 
institution, but they can partner with someone who’s 
interested in right relationships – with God, with 
others, and with the Earth.  I think some colleges miss 
the God part, as well as the Earth.”

- James Drzewiecki, Men’s Sports Information Director, 
Ancilla College

(Ancilla College, continued from page 8)
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Catherine Kasper Life Center

Catherine’s Memory Unit Celebrates First 
Anniversary
On December 7, 2007, Catherine’s Memory Unit at 
the Catherine Kasper Home celebrated its first year of 
providing a home for residents with early to middle 
stage dementia.  The unit, which can accommodate 
nine residents – each with their own private room and 
bathroom – provides a home-like environment with 
a fully functional, modern kitchen, a living room, a 
dining room, a shower/tub room, a private patio, and 
several activity areas.  In its first year of operation, 
the unit has proved to be a vital component in the 
continuum of care provided by The Catherine Kasper 
Life Center, Inc.

A large measure of the success of Catherine’s Memory 
Unit can be attributed to the leadership provided 
by the unit’s nursing coordinator, Margaret Bonen. 
Margaret came to the Catherine Kasper Home in 
August of 2007.  Born and raised in Plymouth, 
Indiana, Margaret obtained her prerequisites for 
nursing school at Ancilla College in the early 80’s, 
and then obtained an Associate Degree in Nursing 
from Purdue University in 1986.  She then went on 
to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Arts 
from St. Francis University in 1991.  Margaret is 
certified in psychiatric/mental health nursing.  She has 
worked as a surgical nurse in in-patient drug/rehab and 
psychiatric centers, and for home care/on-call hospice 
services.  Most recently she has worked in extended 
care facilities in LaPorte County, Indiana, first as the 
manager of a dementia unit from 2000 to 2002, and 
then as an assistant director of nursing. 

“Dementia care on the Memory Unit is geared toward a 
social model versus a medical model,” states Margaret. 
“If home were the same for everyone – gosh, our job 
would be easy! – then a description of what we do 
would not be necessary.” Describing “home” on the 
Memory Unit is best identified in this way:

6:30 a.m.  – residents begin to awaken (later for those who 
need more rest), dress and bathe for the day, 
and watch the Rosary on TV

8:15 a.m.  – breakfast
9:00 a.m.  – exercise, discuss the daily news headlines, and 

prepare something to bake or make a snack
11:00 a.m. – attend Mass in the CKH chapel
Noon  – set the lunch table and eat at 12:15 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.  – exercise, take walks to see the birds at 

Catherine’s Cottage, work on puzzles, watch 
favorite classic TV programs such as “I Love 
Lucy,” “Andy Griffith,” and “The Walton’s”

2:30 p.m.  – purposeful activity with focused attention. 
(This coincides with the shift from day to 
evening staff, and there is a concerted effort to 
feather this transition as a non-happening event.  
Having the residents focus attentively on a 
specific activity helps to ease this transition.)

3:30 p.m.  – fun with the Activity Department
4:00 p.m.  – Rosary led by Sister Antoinette, except for 

Tuesdays when Chaplain Carolyn plays her 
dulcimer and hymns are sung

4:30 p.m.  – dinner

5:15 p.m.  – seasonal crafts

Evening Prayer ends the formal day and everyone 
begins the process of getting ready for bed.  If 
someone wants to watch TV, have a snack, or help set 
the table for breakfast, it is encouraged.

“Our goal is to continue finding ‘home,’ and to also 
keep in mind that everyone, regardless of ability, 
needs to find a sense of purpose,” states Margaret. 
“We see much joy when one resident can ‘help’ 
another, or when a resident feels that they are a needed 
entity for their community.”

- Jason Greves, CKLC Social Services Coordinator
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The Spiritual Family of Catherine Embarks on 
Shared Vocation Ministry
As a young person, Blessed 
Catherine Kasper was some-
one who listened to a call and 
felt moved to serve the sick, 
share her spirituality with 
other young people, and give 
to the poor.  It didn’t take long 
for others to follow her exam-
ple, and they too, were helping 
others in their little village of 
Dernbach, Germany.  They 
came together for a common 
purpose and formed commu-
nity.  Catherine’s example of 
a Christian life resonates with many people. Many are 
called to this way of being, this charism.  Some are 
even called to make a vocational commitment as their 
way to follow the charism.  This vocational call may 
be to the Fiat Spiritus Community, Associate Commu-
nity, or Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ Community.

During the past 140 years, many people in America 
have been called to share in the ministries and the 
charism of Catherine Kasper.  In 1983 a more formal 
way of commitment emerged for non-vowed people 
who were following Catherine.  The Associate 
Community was formed as they recognized the 
unique call to live their life following the charism, 
and they made formal and renewable commitments. 
They recognize they share the charism in their own 
ways in their own neighborhoods.  More recently, 
a new community emerged who sought a vowed 
commitment, but didn’t meet the criteria for becoming 
Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ.  Thus, in 2003, the 
Fiat Spiritus Community, a sister community of vowed 
persons, was founded.

The three communities have come together in large 
gatherings, as well as individual gatherings of each 
unique community.  Maturity and growth was taking 
place during these times of being together collectively, 
as well as time spent in our individual communities. 
We have gained awareness and are able to articulate 
how each of the three expressions, in their own unique 

ways, are all true expressions 
of the charism.  In all families, 
change occurs whenever there 
is an addition of new members.  
The family matures and grows 
over the years. Unfolding 
for the PHJCs, the Associate 
Community, and the Fiat 
Spiritus Community members 
is a realization that we are all 
members of the same family.  
The family has come to be 
known as the Spiritual Family 
of Catherine Kasper.  Our roots 

are firmly grounded in the way of life exemplified by 
Catherine Kasper.  The bloodline that flows through 
all members of this family is the charism that is a gift 
of the Spirit through Catherine.  As she shared the 
gifts of the charism with all she encountered in her 
lifetime, so she calls us to share those same gifts with 
the people of our lifetime.

The Associate Community, Fiat Spiritus Community 
and Poor Handmaid of Jesus Christ Community all 
realize that there are others who are hearing the quiet 
voice within that is calling them to a commitment to 
live the charism through their lives.  Members of the 
Spiritual Family of Catherine are called to affirm others, 
to recognize the charism in them, and to share our story 
with them, so that they will hear the charism story of 
our spiritual family.  We then are called to invite others 
to our way of life.  Therefore, we have been in the 
process of developing a shared approach to vocation 
ministry.  Shared Vocation Ministry calls each of us to 
be active participants in vocation ministry.

Shared Vocation Ministry is guided by Sister 
Kathy Haas, PHJC; Brother Bob Overland, FS; and 
Associate Gayle Fiwek.  They have pursued various 
opportunities to help in the development of Shared 
Vocation Ministry.  Among these opportunities 
are attendance at vocation events, memberships in 
vocation organizations, participation in church events 
such as the Chicago Catholic Festival of Faith, and 
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In Memory of Associate Mary Jurkowski
East Three Associate, Mary Jurkowski, passed away on August 26 in Catherine 
Kasper Home.  She was 101 years old.  She is survived by daughter, Sister Rosemary 
Jurkowski, PHJC and also by two sons, Aloysius and Robert.  Mary also has thirteen 
grandchildren and several great and great-great-grandchildren.  Caring for her family 
was her greatest joy.

Mary and her husband had lived in LaPorte, Indiana while they were raising their 
family, and she was actively involved at Sacred Heart Parish in that city.  Among her 
many ministries, she assisted in the funeral luncheons at the church, drove senior ladies 
to Mass, church meetings, and doctor appointments.  She was actively involved in the 

Rosary Society throughout her years at Sacred Heart.  

In 2005, Mary was recognized for her fifth anniversary as an Associate.  She came to live at Maria Center 
in 1999, shortly before she began the initial formation to become an Associate.  In 2003, because of health 
problems, she moved to Catherine Kasper Home.  May Mary rest in peace!

attending ongoing education in the area of vocation 
ministry.  The three vocation leaders also have 
worked together to design web advertisements that 
represent the Spiritual Family of Catherine.  Together 
they have developed a new brochure.  The team 
has also developed new print ads, such as the one 
accompanying this article.

As we have begun to share our stories with other 
groups such as Religious Formation Conference, 
National Religious Vocation Conference, and North 
American Conference of Associates and Religious, 
we realize this reality is emerging in other religious 
communities as well.  Leaders of other religious 
communities have contacted us for our input and 
to share our story.  This coming spring, the Shared 
Vocation Ministry trio will present a workshop 
during the North American Conference of Associates 
and Religious in Vienna, Virginia as part of that 
organization’s biennial conference.  The focus of the 
workshop will be to share the story of how we are 
approaching a shared vocation ministry as a spiritual 
family of three expressions.

The Shared Vocation Ministry team has expanded 
to include additional members who meet once every 
two months to help in the development of specific 
components of vocation ministry.  Such projects as 
designing new brochures, seeking avenues for sharing 
our story with others, and brain-storming with the 

team for new ideas in the field of vocation ministry are 
a small sample of the work that this expanded team 
does.  Associate Jeanne Boomershine, Sisters Judith 
Diltz and Michelle Dermody are members of this team 
who will continue to develop vocation efforts of our 
family.

Recognizing new forms of religious life has been a 
growing gift in the Church today. Pope John Paul II, in 
his document Vita Consecrata, said, 

The Spirit, who at different times has inspired 
numerous forms of consecrated life, does not 
cease to assist the Church... New associations of 
evangelical life are not alternatives to already 
existing institutions… Nonetheless, the new forms 
are also a gift of the Spirit, enabling the Church 
to follow her Lord in a constant outpouring of 
generosity, attentive to God’s invitations revealed 
through the signs of the times.

The Shared Vocation Ministry team of the Spiritual 
Family of Catherine Kasper is joyfully spreading the 
word of our unique way of living Christ-centered lives 
in the world today. 

- Brother Bob Overland, F.S., Director, PHJC Mission 
Integration, Gayle Fiwek, Director of Associate 
Community and Sister Kathy Haas, PHJC
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In Memory

In Memory of Fiat Spiritus Novice Judith Weaver
Fiat Spiritus Community, Novice Judith Weaver, passed away in October 2007.  She 
had been accepted into the formation process as a novice in May 2006.  Judy will 
be missed by not only the Fiat Spiritus Community but many people in the Elkhart, 
Indiana community where she was born, lived, worked, and ministered.  As a member 
of St. Vincent de Paul Parish in Elkhart, she was very active in many parish activities.  
When attending Sunday Eucharistic Liturgy with her, it was very common to have 
several individuals and families stop to greet Judy in her bench before liturgy began.  
This was very evident by a full church for her funeral liturgy.  Judy was a joyful soul 
and added so much to the life and experiences of growth within the Fiat Spiritus 
Community.  She was very articulate in telling the story of coming to know the 

Spiritual Family of Catherine and loved reading the letters of Catherine Kasper whom she was fond of calling 
her “soul sister.”  In her memory, the PHJC Community was gifted a Linden tree that will be planted on the 
grounds of the Fiat Spiritus Community House in Donaldson after Evening Prayer when the entire Spiritual 
Family of Catherine will witness her classmates’ profession of vows.  We give thanks for the short time Judy 
shared our lives.

Cathedral in the Countryside
Cathedral in the Countryside, a new pictorial book about Ancilla Domini 
Chapel by Sister Marguerite Niesen, is now available.

Through the persistent urging of Sister Sitis Granderath, PHJC, a visitor from 
Germany, the pictorial book began to take shape.  Sister Sitis suggested to Sister 
Marguerite that it would be a valuable addition to both the American and the 
German archives.  The book would also provide a remembrance for the many 
visitors who come to tour the beautiful chapel and who request pictures of it.

In February 2007, Sister Marguerite began taking pictures of every feature of 
the chapel.  By September, the 20-page book with over 100 pictures was printed 
and is now available in the Lindenwood Bookstore.

- Sister Marguerite Niesen, PHJC


